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Trade Counter Sales 

 

We have menu Options for New – Trade Counter Invoice, Find - Trade Counter Invoice and 
in Setup – Trade Counter Setup see below:. Also New - Trade Counter Credit and Find – 
Trade Counter Credit. 
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The screen has been designed to allow the scanning of items, touch screen choosing items 
and searching normally.  There is a Favorites and a Categories tab to help chose.  

When searching it has a wild search so if I entered “lar” and “blu” it would bring up 
everything with this combination. It searches across stock name, description, supplier part 
code and upc code.  

The default terms on a customer account if they have 0 day terms means we assume they 
are cash sale or they have to pay now. The customer reference or PO code can be entered. 
Customers with terms, assuming available credit limit, will be able to put on account.  

The normal pricing logic applies. If a user is allowed they can change the price.  

Items can be removed by clicking the red circle.  

Account customers would get a delivery note to sign. Cash sale customers a receipt or 
invoice. If you have a cash draw and receipt printer then this can be configured. You can 
also configure a signature pad that gets saved with the order.   
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You can import a quote and create a new quote.  

 

Category tab view.  
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Pay now button allows the user to enter a discount, cash, cheque or credit card. You can 
email or print the invoice. You can only complete the sale if the balance is £0.  

If the customer is paying cash we have some buttons that make it easier if the customer 
gives you £50, or £20 to work out the change. If no payments are entered the user can 
save the invoice and come back to it a bit like sticking it on hold.  

A UPC Code is entered against each UM for an item. It will also search for multiple bar codes 
entered in the Extended Description of the item and assume default UM.  
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A user is linked to a warehouse and then we have specific settings per warehouse. These 
are the users logged into Interprise. Some users may login 3 trade computers as Sales1, 
Sales2 and Sales3. And then when the user does the invoice they enter their user code. i.e. 
they don’t have to login and out. Some users though may want users to login and out to use 
the trade counter. Obviously the later is more secure and you know who entered the 
transactions for sure but it means logging in and out if you are not using it.  

You can decide which users can change the pricing / discount. Prices can be show inclusive 
or exclusive of VAT. If a user enters a discount this would be applied as a –ve item line.   

The print button will not open the print dialogue because in the setup you will have already 
decided which layout and number of copies to print. The print will always go to the default 
printer. The printer if set with a thermal receipt printer can pop the cash draw as the same 
time.  

Note that if they are an account the customer they will get a delivery note on print. So they 
can sign it. If you have a signature pad then they can sign this and it saves it with the order. 
The invoice is emailed/printed sent to their accounts department later on in a batch run by 
accounts. If it is a cash sale type customer then they will get an invoice andor a receipt if 
set to print. There invoice is flagged as printed. If I go into batch document printing for 
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invoices then only invoices for account customers will be there to send out by email. They 
are not flagged as printed already.  

 

Setup of Favorite items and sort order. Also Active Categories to show. You can add an 
image for a category by clicking the image field.  
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Ability to change a customer half way through an invoice. It will change the prices to the 
customer chosen prices.  

 

When emailing an invoice if the user enters a customer name as well as the email address 
then it will create a Lead record in Interprise so they can be followed up with marketing at a 
later date. 
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Added the ability to show the Item Line Discount Columns. Also if a user can see the profit 
tab.  

 


